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ABSTRACT
I intend to identify some of the important

propositions which issue from fourteen empirical studies on political
socialization, and to point to implications for schools and
especially civic education programs. I define political socialization
as the process of acquiring and changing.the culture of one's own
political environment. Among the propositions are: 1) statements of
goals on citizenship objectives for schools are not consistent with
social and political realities; 2) the major influence that the
school has is to reinforce notions of allegiance and responsibility
to the government; 3) schools do not provide political skills needed
to participate effectIvely in political life; 4) the impact of the
civics curriculum on political socialization is appreciable when
social issues are focal and %/ben they are discussed in the spirit of
inquiry. (The paper discusses additional propositions.) Several
needed changes emerge; 1) participation in decision making by faculty
and students needs to be promoted at the levels of school governance
and in formal instruction; 2) pressing social issues need to be dealt
with explicitly and honestly; 3) programs in civics and history need
to be drastically revamped to stress the skills of inquiry.
(Author/JLB)
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Byron G. Massialas
Florida State University

Some Propositions about Political Socialization
and the Schools in National and

Cross-National Perspectives*

Recently 1 had the opportunity to review, interpret, And summarize

fourteen empirical studies on political socialization. The countries in which

these studies were conducted included the North American continent, Western

Europe, the Middle East: (i.e., Lebanon, Kmait, Jordan), Africa (i.e., Sierra

Leone and the Congo), and one country in Latin America (Colombia). These

studies dealt primarily with the influence of the school on the political

cognitions and aCtitudes o chiden and youth and their actions I intend to

identify here some of the important propositions which issue from this research

end to point to implications for schools, especially for Lhe people who plan

civic education programs. I define political socialization as generally the

process of acquiring and chunsing tile culture or onel own political environ-

ment, Please note change co:Aponent in definition. No uttempt is made here

to present these propositions in any particular sequence.

h Statements of goals on citizenship objectives for the schools are not

consistent with the realities of the social and political systems.. This

is made clear from the Goldstein study of curriculum guidelines, my own

review of the pitilensehtla Objectlyel developed by the National Assessment of

Educational Progress. and earlier works conducted in the field.

2. The major influme that the school has (as measured either separately or

by using a composite of factors relating to teachers, curriculum socio-

psychological milieu, school organization, textbooks and other sources, etc.)

10.10%.1.10.0%.611...sPmeoweeftWooseul

* This paper is based on author's chapter in Politic0 Y9titti. Tritditi9p1 Schoolq,

to be published by Prentice-lisll in June, 1972.
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is to reinforce notions of allegiance and responsibility to the government.

Conversely, participatory political behavior directed tcreard change either

within or outside the school environment is not supported by thn school.

The research.by Levenson, Glenn, and Shantz conducted in the United States

tends to support thin proposition. Hengan uho studied Colombian youth re-

ports that while positive orientations towed the leaders and.the country

were expresoed th2rn were no cognitive bases to support these orientations.

So these political attitudes remained unexamined and unreflected upon.

3. In line with tha above, schools do not provide political skills hich ore

needed in order to participate effectively in political life. This is

clearly indiceted by students in the study by Glenn. Writing a letter to

the Preaident and voting in an election appear with monotonous regularity.

Vury fee children favor the nctivisen ways to bring about change.

The impect of the conventional Civics curriculum on any of the political

vocielization 'indices.(e.g., politicel efficacy, expeceations for political

participatl.on, even political know).edge) is negligible. Ehman, Farnen and

German, Hengan, and others strongly support this proposition. Students do

not becovn more efficacious or koowledgeable as a result of having been

taught about the governmental machinery or the history of political institu-

(:ions.Expl4nationo for this phenomenon may include: (a) the materials

presented to youth are repetitive thus producing redundancy, 0) there is

no depth in the course of studies, they try to cover a little bit of

everything, (c) controversial social esues are ignored, ;cr/ the content

of civics is dull--stndents nre net turned on by, being exposed to it,

li.
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(e) students are not involved in generating and teating their awn ideas

about politics.

5. The impact of the civics curriculum on the political socialization of

children and youth is appreciable when social issues are focal and when

they are discussed in the spirit of inquiry. This is supported by the ghman

studies and the studiea of the Michigan Social Issues Project. When issues

are analyzed objectively and when students are given the opportunity to

formulate and defend their cwn idaas about nocial and political events,

they score relatively high oe all important political socialization

measures.

6. There searaa to be a dincrepancy among children and youth (perhaps in

part as a result of the discrepancies beteen school and other aocial

inotitutionej betueen the abstract and the concrete, the theoretical and

the practical.. At the level of political interest stwients score relatively

high. When it comes to political action, however, even on such things as

diucussing public afinias with friends .2 going out of the ordinary to find

appropriate reading materials on politics; students acore relatively low.

7. Tn international political socia),Ioation the school, again, reinforces

the attitudes prevailing in the larger community. Statt, for example,

in his psychological study found that Slmezican schools much more than

Canadian reinforce ethnocentric or what'he calls "geocentric" predispositions.

8. In cross-national research, the peer group emerges as the most powerful

group in the political socianaation o children and youth. Billings ho

studied black activists in Michigan and Cave who studied the Young Pioneers

in the Soviet Union support this proposition. Vor example, Billings found
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that black activists unlihe the i:est of the youth of that age, exhibit

greater sensitivities to the rea1ities of the system. They learn, for

example, that traditional instiattions within the school (such as student

government') do not bring about change. Change comes as a result of aggre-

gation and ieterest articulation.

9. Orgenizationally speaking, successful peer group membership and clearly

established but equitably divided power reties in the school are related to

an individual's belief that he cen control his own life. As oee study

indicated if a legal-rational system of governance exists and if students as

well as facultiare truly participating members of a community, ehen the

political efficacy of all participants will increase.

There are other propositione that evolve from the studies I have referred to,

but for oue purposes I will limit myself to the ones I listed hare, I think ye

have enough findings at this point from a decade of poLtical sovialization

research to bring about needed cherges in the schools. T. have

summariwid the proposed changea as follws:

1. The. traditional vay of school governance needs to be deastically

chenged. The separate end unequal otreams of decisiou making, one for students,

one for faculty, ono for administrators, with administratora invariably

veto peoer over all %he decisiona must be immediately repleced by a truly demo-

cratic procedure. The (:raditional studeat councils and feculty assemblies have

not provided for participatory bahavioe. In those meetings only trl.vial matters

ere discuseed and the main protagonists (students, admintstretora end teachers)

never come faceto-face to discuss issues. The important decisions are all

made st the principal's ofgice.
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A new format of school governance would be predicated on . the assumption

that there arc no areas of decision-making in hich stodentb onnnot participate.

Once this decision-making group becomes operational and it id institutionalized,

its procedures and the roles assigned to various membcs of tho group are

communicated to alt .;students, parents, teachers, distric(: school officials)

and they are made explicit. Student handbooks whith include iic duties and

obligations of students as well as th2ir rights 5n3 freedoms aye written for

each school, Similar hamlbooks kor faculty and administrators trel made avail-

able,. Thus individual rights of all the participsata in school decisions are

promoted .ind safeguarded. This operational procedure helps to bcing about a

system ofte mutual'responsibility and accountability.

While the exact form that such a decisi.on-mnkiug gionp may nke ciinnot

be spelled out in the nbstract it should provide for a tripartite arrangement

where power is shared by ll concerned.

2 In addition to an organizational structure in tha school which promotes

participation !hn decisions there is need to deal with the procss of decision-

making in formal school inatruction. Whether tha subject is home economics,

'mathematics, science, art, or civics thorough and penetrating eiscussions of

student involvement in the political lite of the school and of the nation

should take place.. The legal rights of students and faculty should be care-

fully revieved. Available muterisls should be examlned and their implications

for decision-making in he classroom, in the school, nd in the community should

be enploren. Docmento produced by organizations such as the Awerican Association

of Univi,rsity Professors, the American Civil Liberties Union, hnd materill pub-

lished by school boards as well as dc.s.cisiots lenned by the courts can provide
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the basis for intelligent classroom discussion and action.' Particular cases

where individual rights were involved, preferably in the stulents' own school,

should be used as the case material to which the Principles from the readings

mentioned above should apply.

3. There is an urgent need to deal explicitly and in an intellectually

honest way with the pressing social issues of our time. Whether it is the

Israeli and fedayeen problem In Lebanon, the separatist movement in Canada, the

question of Northern Ireland in the United Kingdom, or the problem of racism in

the United States schools in the respective countries need to address themselves

to social and political controversy. Given a climate of academic freedom students

and teechers munt study and reflect upon the main problems of society--the use of

drugs, war as an instrument of national policy, unequal distribution of income,

injustices in the interpeetation. and enecution of law, unplanned population growth,

etc. In a survey conducted in 1970 for Rockefeller's Task Force on Youth 55 per-

cent of the college students interviewed believed chat the United States is

2besically e racist nation. Over one-fourth of the respondente also believed

that "today's American society is characterized by injustice, insensitivity,

lack of candor and inhumanity,"

4. The programs in civics and in history coerues need to be drastically

revamped. Ninety-five per cone of the content of these courses such as descript-

ive accoun t.. of the "One-Hundred-yearo War," how a bill becomes a law, descript-

ions of U. V. Presidents or European monarchs must be deleted. The chronological

e.reerOMWM.....e.aaMgelnfir.
1
See for excmple, Stwlent Rightn Project, Ily.9.s3e12: Riehts yiandbook: New York: New

York Civil Liberties Union, n.d.; kle'ql;g_olj;
A.tn-

dents., reeard of Education, City School District of-the 61.4y of New York, September,
197r0"; Jean ftrouse, Un 4zginnp.1:1^ law: _The Leeni Riehts tlf People Under 21,
New York: Eew American Library, 1970p
2
"Student Social Criticism Rises," yallahasseeyamocrat, recember 19, 1970, p. 5.



tee and narrative history starting with Mesopotamia and, at best, finishing with the+;

Congress of Vienna must he given up completely. The enumeration of various

branches of government in each level and the description of the various structural

components should also bo set aside. Instead civics and history ought to deal

in depth with generalizable case studies taken from any relevant historical

period or region of the world. These programs ought to stress the skills of

inquirygiven a springboard students ought to be able to hypothesize about

existing eelotionships or be able to take a position regarding a value conflict.

The hypotheses and value positions must be clerified and explicitly grounded.

Value clarification and analysis of social issues should become focal.

5. The evidence suggests that students become more politically efficacious

when the classroom operates in the true spirit of inquiry. In such a classroom

the teacher or the student may provide the springboards for discussion. The

students, however, develop ideas and positions and.test them against available

evidence. Ideas or positions pre challenged constan'ay by all. The student soon

learns that grounds in support of positions or hypotheses are important. The

better grounds one has the more likely that his ideas will be heard. The student

also learns that it is easier to debate, adjudicate and, when necessary, compromise

social ideas if the idees are enpressed in clear and communicable language. When

the ideas are well defined then disagreements might disappeau since often these

disagreements result over the use of terms and certain expressions.

The teacher needs to create the psychological conditions -which Will support

true inqu;:ry. Re rewards students for creative work and.always encourages or

praises them for their participation in disc ssion.. The teacher always needs

to challenge students to defend and clarify their ideas. Through his style and

manner of presentation, the teacher makes clear from the yery beginning that all

statements or claims to knowledge are to be examined ana then accepted or rejected

8
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[II the open forum of ideas. He develops and constantly reinforces the notions

that neither authors of books nor teachers and students are immune from question-

ing and detailed probing.

In our research we find that classrooms generally fall into three categories--

the expository, inquiry-non-probing, and inquiry probing classes.
3

In the expository

class the teacher does most of the talkine,--his students have very little or no

chance to present and test their own ideas. In the inquiry-non-probing cLass

students participate a great deal but the teacher doer: not challenge these ideas

by asking for the grounds that support them and for clarification of their meaning.

In the inquiry-probing class the teacher and the students continuously probe into

the evidence which purports Lo proviCe the grounds for certain proposttions or

value judgments. They also probe into the meening et these propositiona.

The differences among students resulting irom participation in these three

types of ciassrooms are striking. The inquiry-probing teacher in liked the most

by the students. Students in the inquiry-probing classroom gain more cognitive

understanding of the world and feel more competent in changing it than in the other

types of classrooms. The student in the inquiry-probing cless has a better grasp

of his cognitive powers than do the students in the other types lf classes. He is

better prepared to face the problems of the future than his counterparts in the

expository or inquiry non-probing classes.

To summarize my points: citizenship objectives must drastically change to

reflect accuratelrthe present and future conditions of the world. These object-

ives must be behaviorally based and must have as their central purpose the devel-,

OMAPON.....1001610.0S0.1.1.01011...WITIMIIMOWYWOMIWIN

3
8. G. Massialas, Nancy Sprague, and Jo Ann Sweeney, Strcture and Process of.

Immity.into Social 1:ssues in Seconlasy_gcboolv Volume 1II, Ann Arbor: The

University og Michigan, 1970. (Research performed pursuant to contract OEC-7-

-61678-2942 with Office of Education).
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opment of the activist--the individual who can take direct action based on his

critical assessment of the social problem at hand. Only when the activist is

the predominant product educators can claim that schools have come of age--they

have become agents of social change raOier than perpetrators of uninspiring

traditions.


